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Introduction
Anal sex is all the rage with teens these days.  If hitting a home run refers to slamming a chick's snatch,
then tapping her butthole is the new grand slam!  No matter how much a slut may complain that she's
afraid, just keep on talking and she'll soon agree to step up to the plate.  The Teen Ass Hunt sure is a
great sexy game!  

Adult Review
Searching for a young teen ass to fuck is a whole lot easier today than it was twenty years ago.  Sluts are so sexed up these
days that a successful Teen Ass Hunt should only take a smooth talking stud 5 minutes or less!  If these whores have any
hope of keeping their men happy, they know they have to give up their asses for some hot and heavy anal sex.
  
  Teen Ass Hunt is a small collection of 6 non exclusive scenes that were lifted from some of the best anal sex DVD scenes
that came out of Porn Valley.  What the site lacks in numbers, it more than makes up for with its dick tingling scenes that all
feature anal thunder!  The scenes were ripped in several different formats, the best being 640 x 480 WMV & MPG clips. 
Smaller resolutions are also available, and all videos can be both downloaded or streamed from within your browser.  No
DRM is used, so these scenes will be a great addition to anyone's anal sex collection. And you'll need to watch them over and
over, since the site is no longer updating with fresh content.
  
  All of the Teen Ass Hunt episodes have picture sets, but videos featuring hard anal sex are this porn site's main attraction.  A
couple of the scenes cum with high resolution 1024 x 680 photo galleries, but most just feature screen caps of the rough anal
plunderings.   
  
  You'll not only be allowed see these whore's sphincters gets stretched, because your membership also features access to the
entire list of Included Sites that appear right next to this review.  That's literally hundreds of additional porn scenes, with most
of them being exclusive.  So anal sex fans should hurry up and sign up today!

Porn Summary
21st century teens know that giving up their pussy is not hot enough to satisfy the sexual urges of the modern man.  That's
why a Teen Ass Hunt is the easiest way to find young and horny anal sex loving prey! 
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